ABSTRACT Level-of-detail (LOD) representations are an important tool for realtime rendering of complex geometric environments. The previously introduced progressive mesh representation defines for an arbitrary triangle mesh a sequence of approximating meshes optimized for view-independent LOD. In this paper, we introduce a framework for selectively refining an arbitrary progressive mesh according to changing view parameters. We define efficient refinement criteria based on the view frustum, surface orientation, and screen-space geometric error, and develop a real-time algorithm for incrementally refining and coarsening the mesh according to these criteria. The algorithm exploits view coherence, supports frame rate regulation, and is found to require less than 15% of total frame time on a graphics workstation. Moreover, for continuous motions this work can be amortized over consecutive frames. In addition, smooth visual transitions (geomorphs) can be constructed between any two selectively refined meshes.
INTRODUCTION
Rendering complex geometric models at interactive rates is a challenging problem in computer graphics. While rendering performance is continually improving, significant gains are obtained by adapting the complexity of a model to its contribution to the rendered image. The ideal solution would be to efficiently determine the coarsest model that satisfies some perceptual image qualities. One common heuristic technique is to author several versions of a model at various levels of detail (LOD); a detailed triangle mesh is used when the object is close to the viewer, and coarser approximations are substituted as the object recedes [4, 8] . Such LOD meshes can be computed automatically using mesh simplification Email: hhoppe@microsoft.com Web: http://research.microsoft.com/hoppe/ techniques (e.g. [5, 10, 19, 21] ). The recently introduced progressive mesh (PM) representation [10] captures a continuous sequence of meshes optimized for view-independent LOD control, and allows fast traversal of the sequence at runtime.
Sets or sequences of view-independent LOD meshes are appropriate for many applications, but difficulties arise when rendering large-scale models, such as environments, that may surround the viewer:
Many faces of the model may lie outside the view frustum and thus do not contribute to the image ( Figure 12a ). While these faces are typically culled early in the rendering pipeline, this processing incurs a cost. Similarly, it is often unnecessary to render faces oriented away from the viewer, and such faces are usually culled using a "backfacing" test, but again at a cost. Within the view frustum, some regions of the model may lie much closer to the viewer than others. View-independent LOD meshes fail to provide the appropriate level of detail over the entire model (e.g. as does the mesh in Figure 12b ).
Some of these problems can be addressed by representing a graphics scene as a hierarchy of meshes. Parts of the scene outside the view frustum can then be removed efficiently using hierarchical culling, and LOD can be adjusted independently for each mesh in the hierarchy [4, 8] . However, establishing such hierarchies on continuous surfaces is a challenging problem. For instance, if a terrain mesh (Figure 11d ) is partitioned into blocks, and these blocks are rendered at different levels of detail, one has to address the problem of cracks between the blocks [14] . In addition, the block boundaries are unlikely to correspond to natural features in the surface, resulting in suboptimal approximations. Similar problems also arise in the adaptive tessellation of smooth parametric surfaces [1, 13, 18] .
Specialized schemes have been presented to adaptively refine meshes for the cases of height fields and parametric surfaces, as summarized in Section 2.1. In this paper, we offer a general runtime LOD framework for selectively refining arbitrary meshes according to changing view parameters. A similar approach was developed independently by Xia and Varshney [24] ; their scheme is summarized and compared in Section 2.3.
The principal contributions of this paper are:
It presents a framework for real-time selective refinement of arbitrary progressive meshes (Section 3). It defines fast view-dependent refinement criteria involving the view frustum, surface orientation, and screen-space projected error (Section 4). It presents an efficient algorithm for incrementally adapting the mesh refinement based on these criteria (Section 5). The algorithm exploits view coherence, supports frame rate regulation, and may be amortized over consecutive frames. To reduce popping, geomorphs can be constructed between any two selectively refined meshes.
It shows that triangle strips can be generated for efficient rendering even though the mesh connectivity is irregular and dynamic (Section 6). Finally, it demonstrates the framework's effectiveness on the important special cases of height fields and tessellated parametric surfaces, as well as on general meshes (Section 8). 
Notation

RELATED WORK
View-dependent LOD for domains in R 2
Previous view-dependent refinement methods for domains in R 2 fall into two categories: height fields and parametric surfaces. Although there exist numerous methods for simplifying height fields, only a subset support efficient view-dependent LOD. These are based on hierarchical representations such as grid quadtrees [14, 23] , quaternary triangular subdivisions [15] , and more general triangulation hierarchies [3, 6, 20] . (The subdivision approach of [15] generalizes to 2-dimensional domains of arbitrary topological type.) Because quadtrees and quaternary subdivisions are based on a regular subdivision structure, the view-dependent meshes created by these schemes have constrained connectivities, and therefore require more polygons for a given accuracy than so-called triangulated irregular networks (TIN's). It was previously thought that dynamically adapting a TIN at interactive rates would be prohibitively expensive [14] . In this paper we demonstrate real-time modification of highly adaptable TIN's. Moreover, our framework extends to arbitrary meshes.
View-dependent tessellation of parametric surfaces such as NURBS requires fairly involved algorithms to deal with parameter step sizes, trimming curves, and stitching of adjacent patches [1, 13, 18] . Most real-time schemes sample a regular grid in the parametric domain of each patch to exploit fast forward differencing and to simplify the patch stitching process. Our framework allows real-time adaptive tessellations that adapt to surface curvature and view parameters.
Review of progressive meshes
In the PM representation [10] , an arbitrary meshM is simplified through a sequence of n edge collapse transformations (ecol in Figure 1 ) to yield a much simpler base mesh M 0 (see Figure 11 ):
,! : : :
Because each ecol has an inverse, called a vertex split transformation, the process can be reversed:
The Figure 1 . The resulting sequence of meshes M 0 ; : : : ; M n = M is effective for viewindependent LOD control ( Figure 11 ). In addition, smooth visual transitions (geomorphs) can be constructed between any two meshes in this sequence.
To create view-dependent approximations, our earlier work [10] describes a scheme for selectively refining the mesh based on a userspecified query function qrefine(vs). The basic idea is to traverse the The scheme is demonstrated with a view-dependent qrefine function whose criteria include the view frustum, proximity to silhouettes, and screen-projected face areas.
However, some major issues are left unaddressed. The qrefine function is not designed for real-time performance, and fails to measure screen-space geometric error. More importantly, no facility is provided for efficiently adapting the selectively refined mesh as the view parameters change.
Vertex hierarchies
Xia and Varshney [24] use ecol/vsplit transformations to create a simplification hierarchy that allows real-time selective refinement. Their approach is to precompute for a given meshM a merge tree bottom-up as follows. First, all verticesV are entered as leaves at level 0 of the tree. Then, for each level l 0, a set of ecol transformations is selected to merge pairs of vertices, and the resulting proper subset of vertices is promoted to level l + 1. The ecol transformations in each level are chosen based on edge lengths, but with the constraint that their neighborhoods do not overlap. The topmost level of the tree (or more precisely, forest) corresponds to the vertices of a coarse mesh M 0 . (In some respects, this structure is similar to the subdivision hierarchy of [11] .) At runtime, selective refinement is achieved by moving a vertex front up and down through the hierarchy. For consistency of the refinement, an ecol or vsplit transformation at level l is only permitted if its neighborhood in the selectively refined mesh is identical to that in the precomputed mesh at level l; these additional dependencies are stored in the merge tree. As a consequence, the representation shares characteristics of quadtree-type hierarchies, in that only gradual change is permitted from regions of high refinement to regions of low refinement [24] .
Whereas Xia and Varshney construct the hierarchy based on edge lengths and constrain the hierarchy to a set of levels with nonoverlapping transformations, our approach is to let the hierarchy be formed by an unconstrained, geometrically optimized sequence of vsplit transformations (from an arbitrary PM), and to introduce as few dependencies as possible between these transformations, in order to minimize the complexity of approximating meshes.
Several types of view-dependent criteria are outlined in [24] , including local illumination and screen-space projected edge length. In this paper we detail three view-dependent criteria. One of these measures screen-space surface approximation error, and therefore yields mesh refinement that naturally adapts to both surface curvature and viewing direction.
Another related scheme is that of Luebke [16] , which constructs a vertex hierarchy using a clustering octree, and locally adapts the complexity of the scene by selectively coalescing the cluster nodes. 
SELECTIVE REFINEMENT FRAMEWORK
In this section, we show that a real-time selective refinement framework can be built upon an arbitrary PM. Let a selectively refined mesh M S be defined as the mesh obtained by applying to the base mesh M 0 a subsequence S f 0 ; : : : ; n , 1 g of the PM vsplit sequence. As noted in Section 2.2, an arbitrary subsequence S may not correspond to a well-defined mesh, since a vsplit transformation is legal only if the current mesh satisfies some preconditions. These preconditions are analogous to the vertex or face dependencies found in most hierarchical representations [6, 14, 24] . Several definitions of vsplit legality have been presented (two in [10] and one in [24] ); ours is yet another, which we will introduce shortly. Let M be the set of all meshes M S produced from M 0 by a subsequence S of legal vsplit transformations.
To support incremental refinement, it is necessary to consider not just vsplit's, but also ecol's, and to perform these transformations in an order possibly different from that in the PM sequence. A major concern is that a selectively refined mesh should be unique, regardless of the sequence of (legal) transformations that leads to it, and in particular, it should still be a mesh in M.
We first sought to extend the selective refinement scheme of [10] with a set of legality preconditions for ecol transformations, but were unable to form a consistent framework without overly restricting it. Instead, we began anew with modified definitions of vsplit and ecol, and found a set of legality preconditions sufficient for consistency, yet flexible enough to permit highly adaptable refinement. The remainder of this section presents these new definitions and preconditions.
New transformation definitions
The new definitions of vsplit and ecol are illustrated in Figure 2 . Note that their effects on the mesh are still the same; they are simply parametrized differently. The transformation vsplit(vs; vt; vu; fl; fr; fn0; fn1; fn2; fn3), replaces the parent vertex vs by two children vt and vu. Two new faces fl and fr are created between the two pairs of neighboring faces (fn0; fn1) and (fn2; fn3) adjacent to vs. The edge collapse transformation ecol(vs; vt; vu; : : : ) has the same parameters as vsplit and performs the inverse operation. To support meshes with boundaries, face neighbors fn0; fn1; fn2; fn3 may have a special nil value, and vertex splits with fn2 = fn3 = nil create only the single face fl.
Let V denote the set of vertices in all meshes of the PM sequence. Note that jVj is approximately twice the number jVj of original vertices because of the vertex renaming in each vsplit. In contrast, the faces of a selectively refined mesh M S are always a subset of the original facesF. We number the vertices and faces in the order that they are created, so that vspliti introduces the vertices ti = jV 0 j+2i+1 and ui = jV 0 j+2i+2. We say that a vertex or face is active if it exists in the selectively refined mesh M S .
Vertex hierarchy As in [24] , the parent-child relation on the vertices establishes a vertex hierarchy (Figure 3 ), and a selectively refined mesh corresponds to a "vertex front" through this hierarchy (e.g. M 0 andM in Figure 3 ). Our vertex hierarchy differs in two respects. First, vertices are renamed as they are split, and this renaming contributes to the refinement dependencies. Second, the hierarchy is constructed top-down after loading a PM using a simple traversal of the vsplit records. Although our hierarchies may be unbalanced, they typically have fewer levels than in [24] (e.g. 24 instead of 65 for the bunny) because they are unconstrained.
Preconditions
We define a set of preconditions for vsplit and ecol to be legal (refer to Figure 4 Implementation To make these ideas more concrete, Figure 5 lists the C++ data structures used in our implementation. A selectively refinable mesh consists of an array of vertices and an array of faces. Of these vertices and faces, only a subset are active, as specified by two doubly-linked lists that thread through a subset of 
REFINEMENT CRITERIA
In this section, we describe a query function qrefine(vs) that determines whether a vertex vs should be split based on the current view parameters. As outlined below, the function uses three criteria: the view frustum, surface orientation, and screen-space geometric error. Because qrefine is often evaluated thousands of times per frame, it has been designed to be fast, at the expense of a few simplifying approximations where noted. function qrefine View frustum This first criterion seeks to coarsen the mesh outside the view frustum in order to reduce graphics load. Our approach is to compute for each vertex v 2 V the radius rv of a sphere centered at v that bounds the region ofM supported by v and all its descendants. We let qrefine(v) return false if this bounding sphere lies completely outside the view frustum. The radii rv are computed after a PM representation is loaded into memory using a bounding sphere hierarchy as follows. Figure 12a .
Surface orientation
The purpose of the second criterion is to coarsen regions of the mesh oriented away from the viewer, again to reduce graphics load. Our approach is analogous to the view frustum criterion, except that we now consider the space of normals over the surface (the Gauss map) instead of the surface itself. The space of normals is a subset of the unit sphere S 2 = fp 2 R 3 : kpk = 1g;
for a triangle meshM, it consists of a discrete set of points, each corresponding to the normal of a triangle face ofM.
For each vertex v, we bound the space of normals associated with the region ofM supported by v and its descendants, using a cone of normals [22] defined by a semiangle v about the vector nv = v:normal ( Figure 6 ). The semiangles v are computed after a PM representation is loaded into memory using a normal space hierarchy [12] . As before, we first hierarchically compute at each av , e kav , ek nv sin v ; where av is a cone anchor point that takes into account the geometric bounding volume Sv (see [22] for details). However, to improve both space and time efficiency, we approximate av by v (it amounts to a parallel projection approximation [13] ), and instead use the test The effect of this test is seen in Figures 13c, 14, and 16c , where the backfacing regions of the meshes are kept coarse.
Screen-space geometric error
The goal of the third criterion is to adapt the mesh refinement such that the distance between the approximate surface M and the originalM, when projected on the screen, is everywhere less than a screen-space tolerance . 
The main advantage of using Dẑ( ) is that its screen-space projection vanishes as its principal axisẑ becomes parallel to the viewing direction, unlike the corresponding B( ).
To generalize these ideas to arbitrary surfaces, we define a deviation space Dn(; ) shown in Figure 7a -b. The motivation is that most of the deviation is orthogonal to the surface and is captured by a directional component n, but a uniform component may be required whenNv is curved. The uniform component also allows accurate approximation of discontinuity curves (such as surface boundaries and material boundaries) whose deviations are often tangent to the surface. The particular definition of Dn(; ) corresponds to the shape whose projected radius along a directionṽ has the simple formula max(; kn ṽk). As shown in Figure 7c , the graph of this radius as a function of view direction has the shape of a sphere of radius unioned with a "bialy" [14] of radius .
During the construction of a PM representation, we precompute v; v for deviation space Dn v (v; v ) at each vertex v 2 V as follows.
After each ecol(vs; vt; vu; : : : ) transformation is applied, we estimate the deviation between Nv s andNv s by examining the residual error vectors E = feig from a dense set of points X sampled onM that locally project onto Nv s , as explained in more detail in [10] . We use maxe i 2E(ei nv) = maxe i 2E kei nvk to fix the ratio v=v, and find the smallest Dn v (v; v ) with that ratio that bounds E. Alternatively, other simplification schemes such as [2, 5, 9] could be adapted to obtain deviation spaces with guaranteed bounds.
Note that the computation of v; v does not measure parametric distortion. This is appropriate for texture-mapped surfaces if the texture is geometrically projected or "wrapped". If instead, vertices were to contain explicit texture coordinates, the residual computation could be altered to measure deviation parametrically.
Given viewpoint e, screen-space tolerance (as a fraction of viewport size), and field-of-view angle ', qrefine(v) returns true if Our test provides only an approximate bound on the screen-space projected error, for a number of reasons. First, the test slightly underestimates error away from the viewport center, as pointed out in [14] . Second, a parallel projection assumption is made when projecting Dn on the screen, as in [14] . Third, the neighborhood about v when evaluating qrefine(v) may be different from that in the PM sequence since M is selectively refined; thus the deviation spaces Dn provide strict bounds only at the vertices themselves. Table 2 ).
INCREMENTAL SELECTIVE REFINEMENT ALGORITHM
We now present an algorithm for incrementally adapting a mesh within the selective refinement framework of Section 3, using the qrefine function of Section 4. The basic idea is to traverse the list of active vertices V before rendering each frame, and for each vertex In short, the strategy is to force refinement when desired, but to coarsen only when possible. After a vsplit or ecol is performed, some vertices in the resulting neighborhood should be considered for further transformations. Since these vertices may have been previously visited in the traversal of V, we relocate them in the list to lie immediately after the list iterator. Specifically, following vsplit(v), we add v:vt; v:vu after the iterator; and, following ecol(v:parent), we add v:parent and relocate vl; vr after the iterator (where vl and vr are the current neighbors of v as in Figure 1 ). Regulation For a given PM and a constant screen-space tolerance , the number jFj of active faces can vary dramatically depending on the view. Since both refinement times and rendering times are closely correlated to jFj, this leads to high variability in frame rates ( Figure 9) . We have implemented a simple scheme for regulating so as to maintain jFj at a nearly constant level. Let m be the desired number of faces. Prior to calling adapt refinement at time frame t, we set t = t, 1(jFt, 1j=m) where jFt,1j is the number of active faces in the previously drawn frame. As shown in Figure 10 , this simple feedback control system exhibits good stability for our terrain flythrough. More sophisticated control strategies may be necessary for heterogeneous, irregular models. Direct regulation of frame rate could be attempted, but since frame rate is more sensitive to operating system "hiccups", it may be best achieved indirectly using a secondary, slower controller adjusting m.
Time complexity
Amortization Since the main loop of adapt refinement is a simple traversal of the list V, we can distribute its work over consecutive frames by traversing only a fraction of V each frame. For slowly changing view parameters, this reduces the already low overhead of selective refinement while introducing few visual artifacts.
With amortization, however, regulation of jFj through adjustment of becomes more difficult, since the response in jFj may lag several frames. Our current strategy is to wait several frames until the entire list V has been traversed before making changes to . To reduce overshooting, we disallow vsplit refinement if the number of active faces reaches an upper limit (e.g. jFj 1 : 2 m ). but do count the number of faces that would be introduced towards the next adjustment to . In the flythrough example of Figure 10 , where the average frame rate is 7.2 frames/sec, amortization increases frame rate to 8 frames/sec. Geomorphs The selective refinement framework also supports geomorphs between any two selectively refined meshes 
In 
RENDERING
Many graphics systems require triangle strip representations for optimal rendering performance [7] . Because the mesh connectivity in our incremental refinement scheme is dynamic, it is not possible to precompute triangle strips. We use a greedy algorithm to generate triangle strips at every frame, as shown in Figure 12e . Surprisingly, the algorithm produces strips of adequate length (on average, 10-15 faces per "generalized" triangle strip under IRIS GL, and about 4.2 faces per "sequential" triangle strip under OpenGL), and does so efficiently ( Table 2) .
The algorithm traverses the list of active faces F, and at any face not yet rendered, begins a new triangle strip. Then, iteratively, it renders the face, checks if any of its neighbor(s) has not yet been rendered, and if so continues the strip there. Only neighbors with the same material are considered, so as to reduce graphics state changes. To reduce fragmentation, we always favor continuing generalized triangle strips in a clockwise spiral (Figure 12e ). When the strip reaches a dead end, traversal of the list F resumes. One bit of the Face.matid field is used as a boolean flag to record rendered faces; these bits are cleared using a quick second pass through F.
Recently, graphics libraries have begun to support interfaces for immediate-mode rendering of (V; F) mesh representations (e.g. Direct3D DrawIndexedPrimitive and OpenGL glArrayElementArrayEXT). Although not used in our current prototype, such interfaces may be ideal for rendering selectively refined meshes.
OPTIMIZING PM CONSTRUCTION FOR SELECTIVE REFINEMENT
The PM construction algorithm of [10] finds a sequence of vsplit refinement transformations optimized for accuracy, without regard to the shape of the resulting vertex hierarchy. We have experimented with introducing a small penalty function to the cost metric of [10] to favor balanced hierarchies in order to minimize unnecessary dependencies. The penalty for ecol(vt; vu) is c (nv t +nv u ) where nv is the number of descendants of v (including itself) and c is a user-specified parameter. We find that a small value of c improves results slightly for some examples (i.e. reduces the number of faces for a given error tolerance ), but that as c increases, the hierarchies become quadtree-like and the results worsen markedly (Figure 17 ). Our conclusion is that it is beneficial to introduce a small bias to favor balanced hierarchies in the absence of geometric preferences.
RESULTS
Timing results
We constructed a PM representation of a Grand Canyon terrain mesh of 600 2 vertices (717,602 faces), and truncated this PM representation to 400,000 faces. This preprocessing requires several hours but is done off-line (Table 1) . Loading this PM from disk and constructing the SRMesh requires less than a minute (most of it spent computing rv and v). Figures 9 and 10 show measurements from a 3-minute real-time flythrough of the terrain without and with regulation, on an SGI Indigo2 Extreme (150MHz R4400 with 128MB of memory). The measurements show that the time spent in adapt refinement is approximately 14% of total frame time. In the accompanying video, amortization is used to reduce this overhead to 8% of total frame time. For the flythrough of Figure 10 , code profiling and system monitoring reveal the timing breakdown shown in Table 2 . Note that triangle strip generation is efficient enough to keep CPU utilization below 100%; the graphics system is in fact the bottleneck. On another computer with the same CPU but with an Impact graphics system, the average frame rate increases from 7.2 to 14.0 frames/sec. Table 1 shows the disk space required to store the PM representations and associated deviation parameters; both are compressed using GNU gzip. Positions, normals, and deviation parameters are currently stored as floating point, and should be quantized to improve compression.
Space requirements
Since jVj ' 2jVj and jFj ' 2jVj, memory requirement for SRMesh is O(jVj). The current implementation is not optimized for space, and requires about 224 jVj bytes. The memory footprint could be reduced as follows. Since only about half of all vertices V can be split, it would be best to store the split information (fl; fn[0: :3] ; refine info) in a separate array of "Vsplit" records indexed by vt. If space is always allocated for 2 faces per vsplit, the Vertex.fl field can be deleted and instead computed from vt. Scalar values in the RefineInfo record can be quantized to 8 bits with an exponential map as in [14] . Coordinates of points and normals can be quantized to 16 bits. Material identifiers are unnecessary if the mesh has only one material. Overall, these changes would reduce memory requirements down to about 140 jVj bytes.
For the case of height fields, the memory requirement per vertex far exceeds that of regular grid schemes [14] . However, the fully detailed meshM may have arbitrary connectivity, and may therefore be obtained by pre-simplifying a given grid representation, possibly by an order of magnitude or more, without significant loss of accuracy. This pre-simplification may be achieved by simply truncating the PM representation, either at creation time or at load time.
Applications that use height fields often require efficient geometric queries, such as point search. Because the vertex hierarchies in our framework have O(log n) height in the average case (this can be enforced using the approach in Section 7), such queries can be performed in O(log n) time by iteratively calling force vsplit on vertices in the neighborhood of the query point.
Parametric surfaces Our framework offers a novel approach to real-time adaptive tessellation of parametric surfaces. As a precomputation, we first obtain a dense tessellation of the surface, then construct from this dense mesh a PM representation, and finally truncate the PM sequence to a desired level of maximum accuracy. At runtime, we selectively refine this truncated PM representation according to the viewpoint (Figure 14) . The main drawback of this approach is that the resolution of the most detailed tessellation is fixed a priori. However, the benefits include simplicity of runtime implementation (no trimming or stitching), efficiency (incremental, amortized work), and most importantly, high adaptability of the tessellations (accurate TIN's whose connectivities adapt both to surface curvature and to the viewpoint). Figures 15 and 16 demonstrate selective refinement applied to general meshes. We expect this to be of practical use for rendering complex models and environments that do not conveniently admit scene hierarchies.
General meshes
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced an efficient framework for selectively refining arbitrary progressive meshes, developed fast view-dependent refinement criteria, and presented an algorithm for incrementally adapting the approximating meshes according to these criteria. We have demonstrated real-time selective refinement on a number of meshes, including terrains, parametric surface tessellations, and general meshes. As the adaptive refinement algorithm exploits frame-to-frame coherence and is easily amortized, it consumes only a small fraction of total frame time. Because the selectively refined meshes stem from a geometrically optimized set of vertex split transformations with few dependencies, they quickly adapt to the underlying model, requiring fewer polygons for a given level of approximation than previous schemes.
There are a number of areas for future work, including:
Memory management for large models, particularly terrains. Experimentation with runtime generation of geomorphs. Extension of refinement criteria to account for surface shading [24] , or for surface velocity and proximity to gaze center [17] . Adaptive refinement for animated models.
Applications of selective refinement to collision detection. View-dependent refinement of the same PM, using the view frustum (highlighted in orange) and a screen-space geometric error tolerance of (a) 0% and (b,d,e) 0.33% of window size (i.e. 2 pixels for a 600600 image). 
